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SYnonYms: Nuances

r.*,ynony'smeanexactlythesamething.somewordshaveassociations
that give ,il# ;ii;;iry rict',er.meanings than arereflected bv their dictionary

definitionl';i;;; ;;"'; u,. ,1,.eht ilut important differences amons the dictionary

definition-s oi most rynonyt'f i"Utft distinctions or variations in meaning are

called "t;;:;;;;r'ishades of meaning'"

rr.lr*bl 
|f,"t"""t#:f,)l!:tlt*n o.n", in their degree of intensitv or in how positive

or how negative theY are'

Example:respectandidolizearesynonyms,butidolizeisanextremeform

::::t",i. ho,ensins and difficutr are synonyms, but chaltensinq is more

Positive than difficult'

::fffifi ffi"j:H:"H[:: the rines provided. you mav use a dictionarv

if You are unsure of the answer'

l ' How is horrify different {rom scare?

2. How is ally different from associate?

5. How is chat different from d!9rggf
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4, How is dislike different from detest?

SynonYms: Nuances ztg



$Name Class Date

5. How is goof different from mistake?

L,,-rrr,*l Using Nuances
L'rr-12'5' tb I Wh"n you are writing, you must make sure that your choice of a word

communicates exactly what you mean to communicate. lf you're not certain of
the meaning of a word, you must check it in a dictionary.

Exercise B: Using Nuances

Read the synonyms for each word below and then answer the questions. Do not
use the same answer for more than one question. You may use a dictionary if
you are unsure of the answer.

anger:

polite:

6. Which synonym for onger communicates the
idea that the feeling is especially intense?

7. Which synonym for anger communicates that the
feeling is a reaction to a real or imagined wrong?

L Which synonym for anger communicates that
the feeling is childish and probably unjustified?

9. Which synonym ior anger communicates that the
feeling is sudden and probably won't last long?

10. Which synonym for onger communicates that
the feeling is relatively mild?

I t. Which synonym for polite communicates the
ability to handle sensitive situations?

12. Which synonym lor polite communicates that
the behavior is merely not rude but stops short
of warmth?

15. Which synonym for polite communicates the idea
of following set rules of behavior?

la. Which synonym for polite communicates the idea
of being motivated by how others feel?

15. Which synonym tar polite communicates the idea
of old-fashioned or ceremonial actions?
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rage, indignation, annoyance, tantrum, huff
civil, courtly, considerate, mannerly, tactful
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